ABOUT PHENIX CAPITAL
Founded in 2012, Phenix Capital is a leading European investment consultant that supports institutional investors (e.g.
pension funds, insurance companies, banks, large foundations and family offices) with committed capital to sustainable
investments, particularly impact and UN SDG investing.
Vision: Contribute to a better world by closing the SDG financing gap with invested institutional capital.
Mission: To accelerate the flow of capital from institutional investors to impact and sustainable development
investments in developed & emerging markets across all asset classes.
WHAT WE DO
●

Advise
Phenix Capital supports institutional investors (e.g. pension funds, insurances, private banks, family offices,
foundations, etc) with the strategy, structuring, implementation and reporting of impact and sustainable
development investing strategies. Phenix Capital can assist with, sourcing institutional-class impact funds,
developing impact criteria and measurement methods, monitoring and evaluation of impact, capacity building,
and transitioning from ESG (Environmental Social and Governance factors) integration to impact management.

●

Educate and Convene: Impact Summit Europe
The Impact Summit Europe aims to catalyze private institutional capital to support the financing of the SDGs and
support the mainstreaming of impact and sustainable development investing. Since 2015, this annual
investor-only conference offers institutional investors an inspiring platform to share knowledge on the impact
investing space, exchange best practices and challenge each other. The Summit also facilitates
InvestorConnect meetings, which provide a capital introduction and match-making platform across all asset
classes to pre-screened impact fund managers. Over the course of two days, the summit welcomes over 250
investors and 30 fund managers, and hosts over 500 InvestorConnect meetings. PGGM and MN (second and
third largest Dutch pension fund asset managers) and the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) are strategic
partners of Impact Summit Europe.

●

Implement
Phenix Capital provides institutional investors with customized searches and introductions per impact theme or
asset class, and connects them to impact investment funds that meet their requirements and fit their mandate.
Phenix Capital manages a database of more than 300 scalable market return impact fund opportunities
across asset classes and impact themes.
CONTACT US

Phenix Capital B.V. is based in Amsterdam, Netherlands. Phenix Capital Advisory Ltd, its subsidiary based in London,
UK, is an appointed representative of Privium Fund Management UK Ltd which is authorized and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.
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